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PROUD ANNOUNCEMENT --- One person can make a difference !!

I'm sure all APC members throughout our nation will join me in  celebrating the patriotic achievements of our own Robert

Gowan,  APC Hawaii Chapter member and also Gathering Of Eagles Hawaii coordinator who recently received the

following commendation:

"United States Marine Corps

Certificate of Commendation

Commanding Officer - 1st Battalion , 3D MARINES

takes pleasure in commending

             Robert Gowan

                      for

Outstanding achievement in the performance of duty while serving as dedicated American Service Member Supporter

for Task Force 1st Battalion 3D Marines , Regimental Combat Team -1  1st Marine Expeditionary Force (FWD)

from August 2008 to January 2009 in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom 08.2

During this period Robert Gowan's hard work and selfless devotion to the morale and well being of our Marines and

Sailors was noteworthy .

He provided expert coordination for the donation of many care packages . The 'Lava Java Cafe' was a focal point of his

efforts.

Hundreds of pounds of fresh Kona coffee were donated .

His efforts resulted in maintaining high spirits and morale during an often stressful holiday period in combat .

He is an example for all Americans to emulate and is a true patriot .

Robert Gowan's outstanding motivation and dedication to duty reflect credit upon him and are in keeping with the

highest traditions of the Marines Corps .

12 March 2009                               A.R. Milburn - Lt. Colonel , U.S. Marine Corps - Commanding"

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE SPECTER OF DEFECTION   by Robert Denham

Is it any surprise to anyone who knows anything that Arlen Specter switched parties? Hasn’t it been coming for years?

Despite being a main driving-force behind Clarence Thomas’ appointment to the Supreme Court, Specter has in more

recent years, sided with the Democrats more often than his own party. He was a thorn in the side of the Bush

Administration, frequently causing discord over the conduct of the War on Terror,  and  like his Democrat allies,  was

firmly opposed to the spectacularly successful Surge Strategy.

Specter seemingly feels he’s simply moving with the trends when he says,  "Since my election in 1980, as part of the
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Reagan Big Tent, the Republican Party has moved far to the right. Last year, more than 200,000 Republicans in

Pennsylvania changed their registration to become Democrats. I now find my political philosophy more in line with

Democrats than Republicans."

There are those who speculate that the 200,000 who changed parties did so simply as part of Rush Limbaugh’s

“Operation Chaos” movement, enacted during the primaries. If this is indeed the case, how will this jump affect his

chances for re-election to either party? Besides; it isn't the Republicans who have moved to the Right; it's the Democrats

who have slithered to the Left.

Now,  I think Specter's switch in mid-stream is wrong, simply because the people who’ve kept Specter in office voted for

him and kept him in, as a Republican. To me, this is like committing fraud. Of course, this is not the first time this has

happened.  There have been many such instances over the years, one of the earliest of which was Reuben Fenton, a

Congressman who switched in 1855.

In order to switch parties, I feel a Congressman or Senator should be required to wait for re-election. Fenton did indeed

wait for re-election before switching, and ran under his new party affiliation.

Many on the Left smirkingly see this as the latest “death of conservatism”, which has been proclaimed many, many times

by our opponents, and rub their hands in barely-contained glee, envisioning the “filibuster-proof” Senate, to which

Specter’s defection---and that’s what it is, a defection just as surely as if he’d been a Soviet Communist coming

West---brings them ever closer. If Al Franken succeeds in stealing the Minnesota Senatorial seat from Republican Norman

Coleman, a battle which has been raging since November virtually ignored by media outlets who ironically howled so

vocally in the similarly-embattled 2000 Presidential race --- then the Democrats will be very close to their 60-vote

majority. This will prevent any chance of direct Republican opposition to any proposed legislation. Minnesota Republicans

feel the race is lost.

This is not really a big deal, however. Specter has been drifting left for years, and after all, politicians commonly vote as

they will, serving one party while voting another way. Case in Point: we have a blatantly Socialist President who serves

under the Democrat banner, and as a moderate, at that.

Many on the Left smirkingly see this current situation as the latest “death of conservatism”, which has been proclaimed

many, many times by our opponents, and rub their hands in barely-contained glee, envisioning the “filibuster-proof”

Senate, to which Specter’s defection---and that’s what it is, a defection, just as surely as if he’d been a Soviet Communist

coming West---brings them ever closer. If Al Franken succeeds in stealing the Minnesota Senatorial seat from Republican

Norman Coleman --- a battle that since November has been raging virtually ignored by media outlets who ironically

howled so vocally in the similarly-embattled 2000 Presidential race --- then the Democrats will be very close to their

60-vote majority. This will prevent any chance of direct Republican opposition to any proposed legislation. Minnesota

Republicans feel the race is lost.

This is not really a big deal, however. Specter has been drifting left for years, and after all, politicians commonly vote as

they will, serving one party while voting another way. Case in Point: we have a blatantly Socialist President who serves

under the Democrat banner, and as a moderate, at that. That’s the way the game is played, however, and appropriately so.

Let Specter go; "Good riddance of bad rubbish", I say........ So let’s get to work on getting some real conservative

Republicans in office by 2010, and perhaps dumping liberal RINOs who’ve forgotten their ideals. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE DISASTER OF PRESIDENT OBAMA  by Robert Williams

President Obama has already demonstrated his obsession with appeasement even to the point of

castigating America to crowds of Europeans and Turks and bowing to a Saudi king.  A king who is the

top representative of a Wahabbi culture which both financed and perpetrated 9/11.  In Obama's twisted

way of looking at things he appears to think that if we express sorrow for our "sins" of treating both

Europeans and Muslims "unfairly", then they will forgive us and love us.  If his attitude was only

preposterous it would be laughable.

 

But it is far more than preposterous or laughable.  What makes it definitely serious and dangerous is

that he not only attacks his own country as a part of his foreign policy, but he also exhibits a

determination to weaken America in whatever way he can persuade his congressional sycophants to

follow.  One way of course is to increase our national debt to the point it enslaves our grand
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children and limits our military to a useless token force.  Another way is to pass Draconian laws in

such haste that any opposition has no time to even read the proposed legislation.  Our ability to

fight terrorism will be eroded because of Obama's refusal to recognize that our military is our only

real bulwark against the wolves, and his dictum to be like the already Muslim-entrapped Europeans and

their foolish demands not to offend anybody. If our country is truly non-Christian as Obama openly

claims, then who will be left to resist more and more American Muslim Mosques complete with fanatic

indoctrination? 

Meanwhile the wolves of the world --- Islamists,  communists, and socialists, will circle us tighter

--- waiting patiently for Obama and the Leftists to so weaken America that they can make an easy

kill.  How easy?  One way is to build or acquire an ICBM that can penetrate our currently weak "Star

Wars" defense and explode just one A-bomb about 25 miles above our country.  According to some sober

and knowledgeable authors in a recent issue of American Legion magazine,  that's all it would take ---

because the electromagnetic pulse would be strong enough and wide enough at that height to kill our

electric power grid and fry our delicate computerized and cell-phone communications circuitry with

results far more crippling than 9/11.  Anyone seen any progress from "European-style" diplomacy in

curbing Iran or North Korea from constructing missiles and A-bombs?  Anyone notice the conflict in

Pakistan for a Taliban takeover that would give the terrorists ready-made atomic bombs and delivery

systems? 

Making the kill easy has already begun from within our country.  Because of the foolish fraud and

mismanagement of a few at the top of our financial structure as well as most of liberal congress,  too

many Americans have been tempted towards blaming private initiative and capitalism itself over and

above the human engineers of the recent recession.  This easily turns into a desire for elimination of

capitalistic competition as "unfair" and a general reluctance to recognize that variety in human

accomplishment produces beneficial entrepreneurship, jobs, and income. 

Encouraged by Obama's Messianic rhetoric,  this trend towards so-called "social progressiveness"

discourages self-reliance and rugged individualism as dangerous to a mesmerizing sleepy welfare

existence.  In fact the Leftist-Liberal system championed by Obama views laziness itself as a

"misfortune" worthy of recompense out of the public treasury. Most particularly promoted is the

culture holding stultifying government bureaucracies as far more qualified to run peoples' lives than

the people themselves.   In short, a majority of congress and some hood-winked Americans are slanting

the vote in favor of Obama's philosophy of socialist bureaucratic tyranny.  All this combined with the

legitimate personal fear factor of a genuine recession and loss of jobs, provides an excuse for

"redistributing the wealth" by killing the capitalist goose that laid all those golden eggs over two

centuries of exceptional American progress in everything that elevates the standard of living and

protects freedom. As a substitute for the golden eggs no longer being laid,  our debt to unfriendly

countries such as China is being increased beyond all imagining.

Speaking of individual liberty,  the socialists just flat-out don't believe in it.  Instead of a

reasonable balance, they hold "the common good" as supreme,  with of course an elite few determining

what the "common good" is.  They therefore rail against private ownership of guns so there won't be a

significant check on overbearing elitists taking away all our hard-won freedoms in the name of the

common good.  In fact they would welcome a European style of cradle-to-grave government care which has

produced whole populations of gun-less wimps.  Because of socialist- style budgets,  those populations

have a police and military so weak they can't even control the 20 percent of their society who are

Muslims far more loyal to Mecca than they are to the countries who let them in,  fed them,  and

pampered them.  Our current administration argues that we should learn from the Europeans so we can be

more like them.  In other words completely betray all who have fought for individualism and liberty

both for Europeans and Americans through two world wars and many other attempts to "CHANGE THE WORLD".

Just for the sake of decorum, I will not resort to the "colorful metaphors" that the situation

deserves.  Instead I will simply state, "over my dead body" and hope that most Americans wake up soon

enough to prevent that declaration from being prophetic. 


